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INTRODUCTION  

As cryptocurrency’s market cap surpasses the $2.5 trillion mark and 
continues to climb,1 global regulators have turned their attention to 
understanding and addressing the risks surrounding digital assets.2  

In recent years, digital assets have slowly but surely gained legitimacy 
as institutional investors have begun to diversify with crypto-related 
investment opportunities.  Market luminaries, such as Steve Cohen, 
have vocally supported the growth of digital assets.3 But as the 
popularity and public adoption of digital assets have grown, concerns 
from regulators about the threat of money laundering have increased in 
urgency.4  Chainalysis, a blockchain analysis company, reported a 
sharp decline in the percentage of crypto-related criminal transactions, 
with illicit activity making up only 0.34% of the total transaction volume 
in 2020 (compared to 2.1% in 2019).5  While this decline in the rate of 
criminal transactions is promising, the amount of total cryptocurrency 
activity from 2019 to 2020 increased threefold, revealing that the 
volume of illicit transactions is nevertheless sufficiently significant to 
merit regulatory attention.6 

Today, many investors—including public companies—are worried that 
foregoing digital asset investments will result in lost opportunities.  As 
different jurisdictions move to develop their legal frameworks, 
monitoring the risks and evolving international regulatory landscape is 
essential for organizations looking to successfully take advantage of 
digital asset-related investment opportunities.  

CRYPTO-SPECIFIC RISKS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

The nature of cryptocurrency’s decentralized structure, in light of its 
general emphasis on anonymity, can frustrate both Know-Your-
Customer (“KYC”) and Customer Identification Procedures (“CIP”) 
regulatory requirements.  However, the money-laundering risks inherent 
in digital assets can be theoretically regulated similarly to traditional fiat-
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based transactions.7  Although Bitcoin allows parties to interact pseudonymously through the use of private keys, 
transacting in cryptocurrency creates a permanent fixed ledger on the blockchain that allows anyone to access the 
records of transactions.  

Regulation in the digital asset context is rife with controversy, as some proposed regulations, such as FinCEN’s 
proposed expansion of certain recordkeeping rules to virtual currency, appear to be both logistically onerous and 
viewed by some as an erosion of conceptual financial privacy rights.8  But in some cases, regulation has proven 
effective to prevent criminal activity.  For example, as global regulators continue to tighten AML requirements at digital 
asset businesses, some criminals have been forced to seek out alternatives, such as unlicensed crypto ATMs.9  And 
in turn, this has prompted certain regulators to bring crypto ATMs within scope for AML regulatory requirements.10 

Regulators have also had success in tracing and seizing ill-gotten digital asset gains.  For example, in June, the 
Justice Department announced that it had successfully traced and seized 63.7 Bitcoins that Colonial Pipeline had paid 
to hackers who disabled the company’s computer systems and temporarily shut down their operations.  After the 
ransom was paid, the government tracked the digital assets through at least twenty-three different electronic accounts 
using Bitcoin’s blockchain ledger.11  Several similar instances have occurred so far this year.  In January 2021, the 
Justice Department targeted another ransomware hacker, NetWalker, and successfully seized nearly $500,000 in 
digital assets.12  The following month, in February 2021, the DOJ indicted three North Korean military hackers and 
obtained warrants to seize $2 million of digital assets stolen by the hackers.13 

“Tumbling” adds another level of complexity to AML considerations and digital asset tracing.  Under this scheme, 
services will mix together clean and tainted cryptocurrency with the hope of obscuring the trail back to the original 
source.  While such tools can be successful, it is also possible to “untumble” these digital coins.14  This process, 
however, can be expensive, highly technical, and take a lot of processing power and data.15  The federal government 
has successfully pursued wrongdoers who have used such tools in previous enforcement actions.  For example, in 
April 2021, the Department of Justice arrested and charged Roman Sterlingov, a dual Russian-Swedish national and 
the founder of Bitcoin Fog, for providing tumbling services to facilitate laundering $335 million worth of Bitcoin.16 

DIGITAL ASSET ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATION AROUND THE WORLD 

Cryptocurrency’s growth is global—countries including the United States, United Kingdom, Germany, Australia, 
Japan, and others now serve as major hubs for digital asset exchanges.  We have previously written about the use 
and regulation of virtual currencies in sanctioned jurisdictions, but in the following sections, we evaluate the regulatory 
landscape in several major global digital asset markets. 

Digital asset regulation has become a point of emphasis for global supervisory authorities.  For example, on June 10, 
2021, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (“BCBS”) published a public consultation on preliminary 
proposals concerning the treatment of digital asset exposure.17  The proposal covers a variety of topics, including 
classification, capital and liquidity requirements, supervisory review, and disclosure requirements for financial 
institutions.  Under these proposals, banks must set aside sufficient capital to cover losses on any digital assets, up to 
a dollar-for-dollar capital requirement for the riskiest classification.  The BCBS’s proposal is open to public comment 
until September 10, 2021. 

United States 

A number of US federal agencies have noted the growing importance of digital assets and its corresponding 
regulation.  Michael Hsu, who became Acting Comptroller of the Currency in May 2021, stated that “he hoped US 
officials would work together to set a ‘regulatory perimeter’ for cryptocurrencies.”18  Earlier this year, three federal 

https://www.kslaw.com/news-and-insights/virtual-currency-in-sanctioned-jurisdictions
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agencies—Hsu’s Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve, and the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation—met to serve as an inter-agency digital asset “sprint team.”19  SEC Chair Gary Gensler said that he 
planned on bringing “similar protections to the exchanges where you trade crypto assets as you might expect at the 
New York Stock Exchange or Nasdaq.”20 

On January 1, 2021, over President Trump’s veto, the new Corporate Transparency Act (“CTA”) and the Anti-Money 
Laundering Act of 2020 (“AMLA”) became federal law as part of the William M. (Mac) Thornberry National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2021.  We previously wrote about the general implications of the CTA and AMLA, but 
in addition to broadening and updating the Bank Secrecy Act and federal AML/CTF regime, these acts also codified 
the existing FinCEN guidance related to digital assets.  In doing so, the acts modified the Bank Secrecy Act to 
encompass any “value that substitutes for currency.”  This adoption confirmed FinCEN’s authority over digital assets 
and required digital asset exchanges to register with FinCEN and establish reporting and recordkeeping requirements 
for transactions involving certain types of digital assets.  Additional FinCEN guidance and proposed regulations 
regarding AML/CTF reporting requirements for cryptocurrency can be found here.   

United Kingdom 

In the United Kingdom, the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) is the primary regulator for digital assets and anti-
money laundering, charged with oversight of financial firms and insurers.  In other sectors, Her Majesty’s Revenue 
and Customers (“HMRC”) supervises AML regulation. 

In January 2021, Her Majesty’s Treasury issued guidance through the UK Cryptoasset Task Force dictating that 
digital asset businesses must comply with all existing AML/CTF regulations.21  Furthermore, the FCA requires that 
businesses carrying on digital asset activity (which under the country’s definition encompasses digital asset 
exchanges) comply with other governing AML regulations, including registration with the FCA.22  On June 3, 2021, the 
FCA warned that a “significantly high” number of digital asset exchange providers are failing to comply with the 
registration requirement, and it announced that the deadline for existing digital asset businesses to register with the 
FCA would be pushed back by eight months, from July 9, 2021, to March 31, 2022.23  This postponement occurred as 
the FCA “struggle[d] to bring fast-growing crypto companies that are already running in line with existing 
regulations.”24 

In addition to registering with the FCA, compliance with UK anti-money laundering regulations also requires that 
digital asset businesses: 

• Establish and maintain appropriate and proportionate risk-based policies and procedures to prevent and detect 
money laundering or terrorist financing. 

• Carry out money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessments. 

• Train employees and agents whose work involves compliance with legislation and identifying and preventing 
money laundering or terrorist financing risks. 

• Conduct customer due diligence/KYC checks. 

• Make required disclosures to ensure customers are aware of the regulatory protections that apply.  

• Keep records to demonstrate customer due diligence and other related internal policies and procedures are 
appropriate for the money laundering and terrorist finance risks presented to their business. 

• Comply with FCA reporting requirements.  

https://www.kslaw.com/news-and-insights/new-bsaaml-regime-promises-sweeping-changes
https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2020-28437.pdf
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While cautious, the UK appears to be embracing the future of digital assets.25  Recent government reports have 
recommended that the UK continue to become “a leading global centre for the issuance, clearing, settlement, trading 
and exchange of crypto and digital assets.”26  In April 2021, the Bank of England and Her Majesty’s Treasury 
announced the launch of a taskforce to explore a potential UK central bank digital currency.27  This digital currency 
would be a new form of digital money issued by the Bank of England and “would exist alongside cash and bank 
deposits to be used by households and businesses.”28  The task force was created after the Bank of England 
published a discussion paper on this topic in March 2020.29  The paper stated that the central bank digital currency 
system, as a whole, would be designed to comply with all of the UK’s existing AML/CTF regulations. 

Germany 

In Germany, the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (“BaFIN”) serves as the centralized regulator for digital asset 
transactions.  The German Banking Act (“KWG”) and the Money Laundering Act (“GWG” or Geldwäschegesetz) allow 
and regulate the trading of cryptocurrency.  To manage Germany’s anti-money laundering regulation, the country has 
established a single, centralized Financial Intelligence Unit (“FIU”) within the Federal Criminal Police tasked with the 
development of a central database for analyzing cases and responding to reports of suspicious transactions.  

As of January 1, 2020, “The German Act Implementing the Amending Directive on the Fourth EU Anti-Money 
Laundering Directive” incorporated the crypto custody business into the purview of the German Banking Act, 
becoming one of the first countries in the world to do so.  In Germany, the “crypto custody business” is defined as the 
“custody, administration and safeguarding of crypto assets or of private cryptographic keys used to hold, store or 
transfer crypto assets as service for others.”30  To operate within this market, organizations must first receive 
authorization from BaFIN, which requires compliance with the German Money Laundering Act.  Further information on 
this process can be found here.  

Additionally, Germany closely follows the European Union’s anti-money laundering directives.  As a member of the 
global AML and CFT (Combatting the Financing of Terrorism) watchdog, the Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”), 
Germany follows stringent Risk-Based Approach (“RBA”) policies such as Enhanced Due Diligence (“EDD”) and KYC 
requirements for businesses within its fintech sector. 

In its June 2021 supervisory priorities update, BaFIN stated that its “money laundering prevention staff will continue to 
look into the spread of crypto assets."31  BaFIN went on to note that "it will complete the first authorisation procedures 
for crypto custody business" later this year and is "planning on examining whether and which supervisory measures 
are to be taken for the financial services providers" involved in digital asset trading.32  The focus of BaFIN’s 
authorization requirements “will be on providers working with crypto assets.”33 

Other Jurisdictions 

Japan is a key player in the development of international digital asset regulation.  In fact, Japan was the first country 
to legally define a “crypto asset” and the first to require an entity to register as a digital asset exchange service 
provider.34  Japan also serves as the world’s biggest market for Bitcoin.35  Amongst other requirements, recent 
amendments mandate that exchange providers implement KYC procedures, prepare (and retain for seven years) 
verification records and transaction records, and report suspicious transactions to the relevant government 
authority.36  Furthermore, in April 2021, Japan’s Financial Services Agency (“FSA”) has announced that it plans to 
adopt the “travel rule” for the nation’s digital asset markets.37  Here, in a previous Client Alert, we discuss the 
challenges that the “travel rule” can pose for digital asset businesses. 

https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/EN/Merkblatt/BA/mb_Hinweise_zum_Erlaubnisantrag_fuer_das_Kryptoverwahrgeschaeft_en.html
https://www.kslaw.com/attachments/000/007/292/original/10-16-19_Law360.pdf
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In Bermuda, the Bermuda Money Authority (“BMA”) monitors financial institutions for compliance with local anti-
money laundering laws.38  A 2018 Amendment—the Digital Asset Business Act—applied the country’s AML laws to 
“any entity incorporated or formed in Bermuda and carrying on digital asset business,” as well as “any entity 
incorporated or formed outside of Bermuda and carrying on a digital asset business in or from within Bermuda.”39  
Overall, Bermuda’s current government has been characterized as “enthusiastically embrac[ing] the financial 
technology (‘fintech’) sector and the potential it offers, and has repeatedly expressed its intention for Bermuda to be a 
significant centre for this industry.”40  Bermuda’s anti-money laundering requirements of senior management include: 

• Ensuring compliance with the Acts and Regulations. 

• Identifying, assessing and effectively mitigating the ML/TF risks the organization faces amongst its customers, 
products, services, transactions, delivery channels, outsourcing arrangements and geographic connections. 

• Conducting an AML and Sanctions risk assessment and ensure that the risk assessment findings are 
maintained up to date. 

• Appointing a Compliance Officer at the senior management level to oversee the establishment, maintenance 
and effectiveness of the organization’s AML/ATF policies, procedures and controls. 

• Appointing a Reporting Officer to process client disclosures. 

• Screening employees against high standards. 

• Ensuring that adequate resources are periodically trained and devoted to the organization’s AML/ATF policies, 
procedures and controls. 

• Auditing and periodically testing the organization’s AML/ATF policies, procedures and controls for 
effectiveness and addressing any issues uncovered adequately and timely. 

• Recognizing potential personal liability if legal obligations are not met.41  

The Cayman Islands are continuing to develop its “regulatory regime that focuses closely on the financial services 
industry” by recognizing digital assets as an opportunity to “attract fintech business to the jurisdiction and ensur[e] the 
further growth of the sector.”42  In May 2020, the country adopted the Virtual Asset (Service Providers) Law, 2020 (the 
“VASP Law”) to create a framework for the supervision and regulation of digital asset businesses.  Anti-money 
laundering considerations sit at the forefront of this framework, bringing digital asset businesses within the purview of 
the country’s Proceeds of Crime Law and Anti-Money Laundering Regulations.43  The Cayman Island’s VASP 
regulatory framework is being implemented in two phases, with the first phase placing specific emphasis on AML and 
CFT considerations.  The first phase, which came into effect in October 2020, required that entities providing digital 
asset services register with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority.44  The second phase, which is currently in the 
process of being implemented, brings with it a formal licensing requirement. 

In South Africa, the country does not have special anti-money laundering regulations for digital assets.  However, all 
South African businesses, including those involved in digital assets, are required to file suspicious activity reports with 
the country’s Financial Intelligence Centre.  Proposals have been made to add digital asset businesses to the list of 
“accountable institutions” with more significant AML responsibilities under the South African Financial Intelligence 
Centre Act (“FICA”).  However, these proposals have yet to be finalized.  In April 2020, another South African 
government working group published a position paper examining a myriad of regulatory aspects relevant to crypto 
assets, including anti-money laundering considerations.45  The report endorses requirements compliant with those 
recommended by the global Financial Action Task Force regarding digital assets.46  
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Finally, in Australia, the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (“AUSTRAC”) spearheads the country’s 
financial intelligence and anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing regulation.  While the primary source 
of the country’s AML legislation dates back to 2006,47 AUSTRAC implemented new legislation specifically aimed at 
digital asset exchange providers in 2018.  Similar to the laws in other countries, Australian law requires that digital 
asset exchange providers register with AUSTRAC and comply with the country’s AML/CTF compliance and reporting 
obligations mandated by the 2006 Act.  These obligations include collecting information to establish customer identity, 
monitoring transactional activity, and reporting transactions or activity that is suspicious or involves amounts over 
$10,000. 

The varying regimes in the jurisdictions discussed above reflect the diversity of anti-money laundering regulation 
concerning cryptocurrency transactions.  Many other countries are watching the development of these regimes and 
creating their own infrastructure to grapple with the explosion of growth in this space. 

CONCLUSION 

Given the variety in and rapid development of crypto-related regulation, market participants should understand all 
applicable laws and procedures before they decide to enter the digital asset market.  These considerations can 
become even more complex as businesses interact with multiple international regulators.  But crypto assets and their 
potentially lucrative investment opportunities are here to stay, and so is regulatory scrutiny.  Thus, companies must 
carefully consider—and ensure entity-wide understanding—of all relevant rules and requirements prior to touching 
digital assets. 
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